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FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION - CATHOLIC EDUCATION COMMITTEE ____________ _... ________ _ • ____ CP ___ tf -
The Catholic Education Conmiittee is on record as approving 
in principle the provision of Christian Family Life Education in 
our schools~ The Catholic Bi shops of Newfoundland have already 
affirmed (Supplementary Brief to the Royal Conmission on Education, 
1969) that it is of paramount importance that the necessary in-
struction be given in the general context of Christi~n formation. 
A Committee for a Famil)' Life Progranme was established to 
study existing .Family Life Programmes developed by Catholic School 
Boards and to produce a progra1nme at the primary and elementary 
levels that will prove useful and practical to the Catholic School 
Boards of the Province . 
The Catholic Education Committee of Newfoundland and Labrador 
. 
wishes to express its thanks to the Toronto Metropolitan Separate 
School Board for permission to adopt the Metropolitan Separate 
School Board Family Life Interim Curriculum Guidelines to our needs. 
Our grateful thanks go to the Metropolitan Board for their 
leadership and for their material. 
CURRICULUM 
----
The term °Fami ly Life Education,. in1pl ies a much broader scope 
than "Sex Education 11 .. To teach "Sex Education° and have it under-
stood and accepted in its proper perspective, it must be viewed in 
the total context of Family life Education. 
Our concern in 11 Fan1ily Life Education° is mainly with the 
development of attitudes which are healthy, open and Christian . 
Factual infonnation is important in this process but only as a 
part of it and not as the focus of the programme. 
The elementary program1nes (Grades Four & Five) concentrate 
on three areas - Family, Growth and Relationships. 
The aims of the Family Life Programme at the elementary level 
may be stated as follows: 
l. To continue to develop an understanding and. apprecia-
tion for the family unit. 
2. To expand the child s concept of self and others, and 
to assist in building positive images of self and 
others. 
3. To continue to provide for growth in self-awareness 
including physiological understanding and personal 
responsibility,. 
4. To assist the child in developing good relationships 
with other persons. 
? 
-
.. 
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SCOPE AND SEOUENCE 
The guidelines for the Grade 1 and 2 levels have been }nc1uded for 
your information: 
Primary Le.vel, Grade I· 
Aim: To help the child to further his appreciation of the family, 
to view human reproduction in the context of the family, 
and to recognize his own self-worth and that of other persons. 
Core Topics Understandings to be Developed 
1 • Family: a) Understan~ing of one's own 
. worth as a family member 
- family members help one and one's duties towards the another family. 
- roles in the family 
- fathers and mothers at b) There ~re similarities and 
work differences between .families. 
- the family structure 
may increase or dimin-
ish in size 
- there are different ways 
of living as a family 
2. Growth: 
- living things reproduce a) Realization and acceptance of 
their own kind reproduction as a natural and 
- baby starts life as a a good process created by God. 
tiny speck in the uterus b) An understanding and reverance from a part of mother for .the beginnings of a new called the ovum (egg) h·uman 1 i-f e. and a part of father 
called the sperm (seed) c) Realizing that ·;t is a wonder-
- baby grows and develops ful thing to be a boy or a 
for nine months in the girl. 
uterus before birth 
- the family cares for the 
baby after birth 
- we grow at different rates 
- bo}~s and girls grow to be 
men and women, fathers 
and mothers 
3. Relationships: 
- each person has something a) Developing a love and respect 
unique to offer for oneself and for others. 
- cooperation and working 
together can make all of 
us happy. 
3 
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Primarr ~ev~ 1 , Grade 11 . 
Aim: To foster mutual love and consideration within the family, to 
expand the chi ld's concept of himself and others and to assist 
the child in developing good relationships with other persons. 
Core Topics 
1. Family: 
- cooperation within the 
family 
- corrmunicating within 
the fami 1y 
- members of a family 
share work, recrea-
tion, beliefs, customs. 
2. Growth: 
- we grow in many differ-
. ent ways: body,mind, 
emotions, social and 
spiritually 
- differences between boys 
and girls - we are 
created male or female 
by God: boys and girls 
differ physically, may 
differ in social 
expectations. 
3. Relationships: 
- similarities and differ-
ences between persons 
- all share the need for 
· love 
- love can be shown in 
many ways 
- each person has rights. 
· 4 
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Understandings to be Developed 
a) Cooperation, communications and 
love are important ingredients 
in a family. 
a) Deepen -understanding of the 
uniqueness of each person. 
b) The child grows to learn, accept 
and appreciate his or her sex 
role. 
c) Boys and girls help one another 
to grow. 
a) Any group is made up of individual 
persons. 
b) We are not alone in the feelings 
we experience. 
p_riJTia.ry ~~ve1~__§rade !li 
Aim: 
To foster mutual love and consideration within the fa~ily J~it; 
to exp~nd the child's concept of himself and others; to assist 
. . 
the child in developing good relationships with other persons; 
to· develop the child·'s awareness of his sexuality; to develop an 
·empathy for other people; to establish a sense of wonder for the 
meaning of all life. 
1 • 
2. 
Core Topics 
Fa~11.Y_: 
- responsibili~ies within the · 
family. 
- good family relationships 
- each family member is 
worthy of respect and love 
- parents show love for us in . 
many ways 
- at times there are difficul• 
ties involved in living to-· 
gether as a family 
- family as part of the com-
munity 
·_Growth: 
- boys and girls grow to be 
men and women - physically, 
socially. emotionally. 
- mothers & fathers share in 
God's plan of creation. 
I 
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• Understandings To Be Developed , 
a) Responsibilities rr~y vary 
from family to family and 
may be shared by. 1nore than 
one member. 
b) Each family member should 
do his part to s~rengthen 
the family. 
c) Acceptance of other members 
of the fau1i ly as unique 1n-
dividua1s having certain 
rights & needs. 
. 
d) Recognition of self as an 
importc.nt part of family. 
. 
e) Respect for individuals who 
mak~ up cormwnity. 
a) Accepting sexuality as part 
of r.ne's being. 
b) Developing a knowledge of 
how to handle feelings and 
~ct in such ~ way that is 
acceptable to others. 
c) Mother's & Father's love for 
each other may be personal-
ized in the conception of a 
new life. 
-
--· --------------~--------------
Core Topics 
3. Relations ips: 
- expressir_ and control~ 
1 i ng emot -= -·"s 
- bui 1 ding --- ,. ~ strength-
; ng fri er .. ist'\ ps 
6 
Understandings To Be Developed 
a) Emotions may be expressed 
in many ways depending on 
the individual and the ·. 
situation. 
b) Developing self-control. 
c) There are degrees of friend~ 
ship. 
d) Friendships are founded on 
respect for the uniqueness' 
and worth ·of each person. 
• 
Elementary level, Grade IV 
Aim: 
To deepen an understanding and appreciation of the family, to 
help children to develop a positive self-image. 
I 
To examine differences among people so that children can become 
aware of the positive nature of dissimilitude. 
To help children to experience the strength and love of Christ-
ian community. 
To emphasize the concept of the brotherAood of man. 
Core Topics 
1. Fami 1~: 
- Families Around the World 
-family .unit is global 
-family life in other 
cultures 
-the family in Canada 
-taking pride in one's 
family 
2. Growth: 
- Self-Awareness & Self'"' 
Worth 
-physical & ~motional 
feelings · 
~being aware of our 
feelings 
-our behaviors affect 
others 
-our self-image 
• I Understandings to be Developed 
7 
a) The family unit is global in 
scope with differences and 
similarities between famil-
ies of different cultures. 
b) The family in Canada has -
changed over the past 100 
years. The family is evolv-
ing while retaining comnon 
elements with the past. 
c) One's family is a unique 
entity but that it share a 
culture and tradition with 
other families. 
a) People experience many emotions. 
b) It is important to identify 
feelings in order to govern our 
own actions in such a way as to 
be considerate of the mood of 
others. 
c) We learn about ourselves through 
the reactions of others. 
d) Each person is individual and 
• unique. 
Core Topics 
- Our Inheritance 
-family characteristics· 
-the building blocks of 
1 i fe ·· 
-every individual is 
unique 
- We Reach Out Through the 
Senses 
3. RelatipnshiEs: 
- prejudice: similarities 
and differences 
- trust 
- friendship 
8 
Understandings To s ~ Developed 
e )' Fami l}· characteristics may 
be t 1hansmi tted by heredity. 
f) The egg & sperm contain 
chromosones composed of genes 
which determine our sex, skin 
coloring, etc. 
g) We experience the world around 
us through the senses. 
a) To discuss prejudice (the 
rejection of differences) and 
. promote an attitude of re-
. spect and love of ·neighbour 
among children. 
b)· Friendships involve trust, 
affection and compromise. 
c 
.. 
APPROACHES 
The approach advocated is that of three teaching units 
initiated at the teacher's discretion. However, it is recom~ 
mended that the programme not be begun until late October or 
early November in order to enable the teacher to become familiar 
with the students prior to discussing Family Life topics. 
A reading of the programme will show that it is possible 
• 
and worthwhile to integrate it with other subject areas such 
as Health, Social Sciences, and especially Religious Education. 
These areas are all concerned with the growing child and his 
relationship to himself, to others and to God. Each area com-
plements the other with all being influenced by a Christian .way 
of seeing the world. 
While it is possible and worthwhile to integrate, "Family 
Life Education" has its O\-Jn special point of view. For this 
reason it is suggested that the unit on the Family be completed 
before Christmas, Growth by March and Relationships QY May. 
Each unit contains teacher background and outlines the 
specific aims, references, suggestions for presentation and 
audio-visual resources to aid in the development of the topics. 
A suggested table of time allotments follows: 
Unit I - Fami 1,y 
Topic 1 (2 - 4 lessons) 
Topic 2 ~ (4 - 6 lessons) 
9 
Unit II - Growth 
Topic 1 - {2 lessons) 
Topic 2 - {2 lessons} 
Topic ~ - Stb-topic 1 - (4 lessons) 
Sub-topic 2 - (3 lessons) 
Sub-topic 3 - (3 lessons) 
Sub-topic 4 - (2 lessons) 
Sub-topic 5 - (3 lessons) 
Sub-topic 6 - (2 lessons) 
Unit III - ReJationshiQ.?.. 
Topic l - (4 lessons) 
Topic 2 ~ (4 lessons} 
Topic 3 - (4 lessons) 
10 
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GUIDELINES FOR PARENTSt MEETINGS 
"As it is the parents who have given life to their children, on 
them lies the gravest obligation of educating their family. They 
must therefore be recognized as being primarily and principally re-
sponsible for their education. The role of parents in education is 
of such importance that it is almost impossible to provide an ade-
quate substitute. It is therefore the duty of parents to create a 
family atmosphere inspired by love and devotion to God and their 
fellowmen which will promote an integrated, personal and social edu-
cation of their children. The family is therefore the principal 
school of the social virtues which are necessary to every society. 
It is therefore above all in the Christian family,inspired by the 
grace and the responsibility of the sacrament of matrimony, that 
children should be taught to know and worship God and to love their 
neighbor. Parents should therefore appreciate how important a role 
the truly Christian family plays in the life and progress of the 
whole people of God.u 
(Constitution on Christian Education Number 3) 
Parents are the prime educators of their children. The attitudes 
they help to form in their children are crucial to success. The 
school and the corrmunity also have an important role to play in the 
education of children. This is why it is of prime importance that 
parents and teachers work together. 
The Family Life Programme is set up in such a way that the class-
room teacher acts as an aide to the child's family; he/she has been 
entrusted with the responsibility of supplementing the teachings of 
the parents and enriching the pupil's socia l life. 
In order that the home and school education can be most effect-
ively and harmoniously integrated, we are suggesting a number of 
parent-teacher meetings. These meetings should be held at different 
11 
times during the school year with the parents of children on differ-
ent levels (primary school, elementary school). 
The objectives of these meetings would be: 
1. To provide parents with accurate and up-to-date information 
concerning the prograrrme. 
2. To help parents increase their facility and ease in speaking 
about human sexuality to their children. 
3. To acquaint parents with the aims and objectives of the pro-
gramme and to enlist the cooperation of the home and school. 
!1eetings 
A series of at least three meetings would ideally be held in 
each school where the Family Life Programme is being taught. 
First Meetin[ (Orientation Meeting) 
The first meeting should be an overall orientation that will out-
line to the parents just what the entire programme is all about. The 
aims and objectives of the programme would be ex~lained, an overview 
of the entire subject of sex education must be given explaining very 
briefly the main points that will be covered in each grade.. A period 
for questions and answers should be provided. 
Some suggested readings: 
The Wonder of Sex, Chapters 1, 2, 5 
Your Child's Sex Life~ Chapters 1, 2, 3 
Second Meeting 
Attitudes, Values, Human Sexuality 
The most important responsibility of parents in ~uiding the sex-
ual maturation of their child~en is to impart proper attitudes and 
12 
this i~ done at home when the child is young. These attitudes~ this 
way of living and acting taught them by their parents largely qeter-
mines whether they can, as adults, adopt a set of values that will 
help to bring them happiness and peace~ and contribute to the 
stability of tht~ society in which they live. This, at ·the core, is 
what sex education is all abou~; it is education to a value system. 
The development of the total person. 
Suggested Readings: 
The Wonder of Sex, Chapter 4 
Your Child's Sex Life~ Chapter 4 
' Vatican II, Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern 
World, Nos. 47-52 
Third Mf!~ting 
The third meeting could be on human physiology. How to answer 
children's questions. At this meeting films. and filmstrips which 
will be used in the classrooms should be previewed with parents . 
. 
This meeting should be held for each group of parents separ~ 
ately {parents of primary school children, parents of elementary 
school children). 
This meeting may be used at the discretion of the principal 
and teachers. 
13 
GRADE 5 PROGRAMME 
The major purpose of the Family Life and Sex Education Programne : 
in this specific grade is to help the pupils improve their personal 
and social relationships. through a better understanding of themselves 
. and others. This particular and realistic information concerning 
their growth and development will undoubtedly prepare the pupils to 
go unperturbed through adolescence. 
It is the teacher's task to provide his students with adequate 
information concerning the way they grow and develop, the factors 
• 
influencing their growth either promote or retard their physical, 
mental, emotional and social growth. Usually the fifth-graders still 
have an impersonal and objective interest in the physical changes of 
. . 
adolescence. They should be made to understand that physical and 
mental health are important and as· such influence their behavior, 
and determine the·ir attitudes and skills while working to their self-
improvement for ·their own benefit and that of their family and 
friends. 
· It is desirable that the teacher understand the intellectual and 
psychological development of the child of that age. Not.only is the 
child curious about thangs, eager to learn facts, .but also has the 
ability to relate and compare those facts and organize them in his 
mind - process called internalizing. No wonder he is beginning to 
experience a sense of independence. So far he was submissive, now 
he could be trying the parents and teachers' patience in expressing 
his new freedom! At this stage also a well-informed teacher will 
set the fundamental basics to a mature look on life. The child is 
learning to make his own decisions but he also has to learn to 
accept the responsibility for them, 
With this in mind, we should see the general aims of this year's 
Fam ly L ;.fe Prograrrme, as fo 11 ows: 
14 
1. To help the child accept the conflicts experienced wit~in 
the family as part of growing up and the necessity to 
give the members of this family appreciation, cooperation 
and loyalty. 
2. To develop respect and care for maturing organs enabling 
men and women to share in God's creation. 
3. To develop an understanding of and an . emotional acceptance 
\ 
of the manifestations of puberty as-normal processes. 
4. To strengthen a wholesome attitude to sex stressing the 
sacred nature of sexual love as God's gift which carries 
with it serious obligations. 
5. To help the child build positive images of self and others 
with a sensitivity for the feelings of others. 
6. To adjust to the shifts of changing moods as a normal pro~ 
cess of development. 
15 
PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NINE -TWELVE YEAR OLD CHILD 
-----------~~ .....,_ -~ .. t -
; 
Profile of the Nine - Twelve Year Old Child 
For the .nine to twelve year olds the age-group characteristics that 
• 
especially need to_ be considered are: 
1. The children's need for a sense of their own competence, 
both for the sake of their own se1f-irnage and their abili-
ty to venture into an ever-widening world. 
2. The children's capacity for conceptua1 thinking that enables 
them to engage actively and somewhat systematically in mak-
ing sense out of their world. 
3. The children's need to belong, especially to their families 
and to peer groups, but also their Church, their community 
and their country. 
Persona 1 D~~e 1 optnent:. Compel~nce 
Erik Erickson identifies the crisis of the age-group as 18 industry 
vs. inferiorityu. He characterizes much of the work of children 
during this period as developing self-respeet by learning to do a 
variety of things well enough to be recognized as productive and 
competent persons& Competence includes developing specific skills 
in ~reas that are valued by the children, gaining some sense of 
mastery in relation to their own immediate world and at the same 
time expanding .their world. Children at this age are likely to 
have curiosity about almost any aspect of their world today or in 
times past. 
Cognitive q~vel9pme~ 
Children in the nine to twelve year old age group can generally 
be said, in Piaget's terms~ to have moved from the pre-operational 
to the operational level of thinking. Children at this age can 
generalize from concrete experience, sort out information as well 
as gather it, and deal with cause and effect relationship. 
16 
The children's approacjl to values in this age group assumes a new 
dimension. Their new ability to sort out ideas makes it possible 
for them to sort out values. Children absorb their values chiefly 
from parents, but also from peers, teachers, the corrmunity, tele-
vision and all aspects of society that impinge upon them. At this 
age level they can move beyond absorption and begin consciously to 
sort out "what is important to me and to the persons that are 
important to me". The child becomes aware that ·values are not put 
before him or her like so many objects, and ·therefore personal 
~ 
choice is involved in interiorizing values for oneself. · 
Children of this age are able to develop concepts of justice, love, 
neighborliness, ·rules, laws and authority that are genuinely their 
own if the concepts are drawn out of the children's own experience 
or out of situational slice-of-life kinds of material that they can 
experience vicariously. Thus, moral development at this age might 
be characterized by the word reciprocity. The children are able to 
understand and conceptualize the fact that different people have 
different ways of looking at things and that these different per-
spectives have to be taken into consideration. 
SOCIAL LIFE 
It is in the family that values, perspectives and patterns of be~ 
havior are primarily developed, and therefore it continues to be 
the most important belonging for children of this age group. Par-
ents are most important people in the children's lives and provide 
the model by which they live; and it is through parents that child-
ren receive affirmation (or denial of it) as per.sons. During the 
fourth through sixth grade period, the basic authority of the par-
ents does not diminish, but. it changes form. As the children are 
exposed to other authorities and other influences, and as they 
. 
engage in some independent thinking, parents become human beings, 
subject to challenge and subject to being discovered in their 
fallibilities. 
17 
. Peer group belonging takes on h·i gh priority among nine to twelve 
, 
year .olds occupying mu'ch of the ctiildren•s time and interest.• 
Within ~he peer group, childre~ form friendships, earn t~eir place 
by being recognized for their competence in areas valued by the 
group and learn hm1 to handle human relationships. 
18 
COME TO THE FATHER PROGRAMME 
Paulist Press. Paramus, N.J • 
. ' 
Bu·i l ding a New Earth (Revised) 
• . .
. U M I T I - F.A M I L Y 
' 
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UNIT I - FAMILY 
Teachers' Ba~~groun~ 
To strengthen family ties it is important to be able to communicate 
with each other because communication is the process of sharing 
ideas and feelings. It takes two persons to corrmunicate and it can 
be done in various ways: 
1. It may be spoken, written, non-verbal. 
2. It involves exchanging signs, words, g~stures, touches. 
3. It may be done through the use of thi.ngs or written signs. 
4. Listening is an important part of communication. 
5. The tone of voice and facial expression are also means of 
communicatin~. 
It is important for children and parent s to conmunicate with one 
another. It is also necessary to express ideas, attitudes, in-
sights, feelings and information in such a way that understanding 
and acceptance result. 
.. 
.Different Images of Families Today 
Christians live in the world, sharing the corrmon lot of men: 
work, family life, relaxation, service. They share the same 
hopes, dreams and responsibilities of those around them. 
Since Christians believe in the Lord Jesus, they try to look upon 
the reality of their life in the light of the Gospel and to act 
according to the Spirit of the Lord. 
"God,who has fatherly concern for everyone, has willed that all 
men should constitute one family and treat one another in a 
spirit of brotherhood. For they have been created in the image 
of God.n {Constitution on the Church in the Modern World. 24) 
20 
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In our families, our classrooms, our schools, we try to create a 
favorable atmosphere, one which will make it pleasant for us to 
be together. This desire for brotherhood which God has placed 
in the hearts of men ·is common to all people on earth regardless 
of race, nationality, customs, etc. We cannot forget the words 
of Jesus: "You are all brothers." (r;1atthew 23:8) If we under-
stand them correctly, these signs will transform our way of life, 
our attitude towards others and the judgments we make about them. 
Importance of the Famil~ 
Although its value 
is being question-
ed, we believe in 
the family, in 
whatever fonn it 
may take. 
The family and the 
child:· the family 
plays an i rreplace-
able role in the 
child's emotional 
life. 
Given this evolution of the family, some have 
concluded that the family is doomed to disap-
pear. 
As for us, while realizing that it is useless 
to dream of a return to the traditional fam-
ily, we still believe in the fundamental 
importance of the family today. 
The family (as well as the parents themselves) 
plays an essential role with respect to the 
children who are part of it, a role which no 
administration - however warm and attenti've it 
may be - can adequately play. rhus, the fam-
ily remains the most adequate social structure 
for bearing and raising children. It con-
stitutes an irreplaceable emotional environment 
for nurturing the child and for lavishing upon 
him, through all kinds of care, the tenderness 
and warmth which are necessary for his mental 
equilibrium and psychological development. From 
one's earliest days, the personality of each 
person is structured positively or negatively: 
sense of personal worth, trust, autonomy, a 
sense of values, initiative and creativity. 
Despite its deficiencies and weaknesses, the 
family appears to us as the most favourable 
context for giving this start in life a chance 
of success. When the family milieu fails to 
fulfill its role, we all know what is then re~ 
quired of society to confront the failure to 
adapt and the deliquencies of all sorts which 
result. It is impossible to measure the cost 
to each individual in terms of emotional suf-
fering, but this is also an area where the 
21 
The r ·ami ly and t•he 
awakening of its 
members to life 
in society. 
The family is the 
ideal place to 
put down roots 
in life. 
. 
Building a family 
together is · a 
basi.c .. human 
experience for 
man and woman • 
God has defined 
himself as Father, 
and Christian 
Revelation is 
filled with images 
drawn from family 
life. 
price to be paid is high when the right family 
atmosph~.~re was m·iss ·ing at the time of infancy. 
There also appears to us to be no substftute 
for the family as a place where children -
and sometimes parents as well - become ·aware 
that they live within society. It is, first 
of a 11 , through conflicts,. tensions and moments 
of tenderness, which are part of the daily l~fe 
of the family, that the child ·learns how to · .! 
live with others. Day after day he ·acquires a 
knowledge of that real freedom that is made up 
at one and the same time of autonomy and of 
solidarity with others.~ 
The family provides the most immediate setting 
for both parents and child to put down roots. 
Every person feels within himself the profound 
need of belonging in a special way to a particu-
lar group of human beings. The family seems to 
us a privileged setting in which each member 
can feel at home, be loved and recognized for 
who he· is, and make his own original contribu-
tion. · · 
Living out one's fatherhood or motherhood con-
stitutes one of the most fundamental human 
experiences. B,y giving life to their children, 
husband and wife strike a blow, on their own . 
behalf and on behalf of society, at the dis-
turbing prosoect of death and they thus parti-
cipate in a particularly intense-manner in the 
mysterious upsurge of creation. How could the 
.State or any other institution ever deprive 
man and woman of this b3sic freedom? 
Revelation and the long tradition of our faith 
provide us with other reasons for upholding 
the institution of the family. The supreme . 
title of the God in Whom we believe is that of 
a Father Who begets a Son. The theme of family 
life, of parental and filial love, recurs con-
stantly throughout the Bible and endows it with 
some of its most beautiful passages. Relation-
ships within the family have allowed people to 
grasp something of· the mystery of God and of 
His re 1 ati·onshi p with men. The successful fam-
ily is the prototype of what the brotherly and 
festive gathering of men 1n Jesus Christ will 
be like. 
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The family is 
:the first place 
·1n. which the 
.. 
child'·s faith 
can blossom. 
Plmlilt . Li :re ,L a:n d 
. . 
Christian Life 
., 
Moreover, although many parents find themselves 
ill-equipped to confront this role, it never-
theless r .. ::-.rnains i.:hat the family has alwqys been, 
and continues to be, the primary setting for the 
emergence of the child's faith. The answers 
given by the parents to those questions - as 
naive as they are profound - asked by the small-
est children are decisive for the future of 
their faith. The attitudes of parents in the 
face of the varied realities of the family and 
of society are the privileged channels through 
which the child comes to adopt basic behaviour-
patterns ~n life and the values un~erlying them. 
Likewise, it is within . the family that the .child-
ren first learn how to live out tbe Gospel values 
by which God transmi' ts His 1 i fe to us: love and 
the acceptance of others~ shartng and mutual 
support, forgiveness and reconciliation, patience 
in difficulties and faith in the future, respon-
sible participation in the building of a frater-
nal and just society, etc.. For· all these reasons 
and for others as well, some theologians have not 
hesitated to say of the family that it is like 
the Church in miniature, in which parents and 
children can live the mystery of Faith, Hope and 
Love in all its fullness. 
In the formation of a sense of morality, spirit- .. 
ua1 and evangelical values play a major role. 
The family will be united and strong if it 
practices supernatural charity, mutual support, 
patience in difficulties and reconciliation. 
Family bonds will be strengthened if authority 
is exercised as a genuine form of service. The 
family will be an environment of growth and 
development if it is open to the love of Godt 
and to the real service of the human comnunity. 
Action taken to develop these supernatural values 
is far from bei ng superfluous to the promotion of 
family life. Quite the contrary, family life is 
energized and consolidated by divine life itself 
through these values. Family life acquires in-
crea3ed value and meaning, and even a sacred 
character, from the fact that it is capable of 
expressing God's love for man and the union be-
tween Christ and His Church~ 
The unconditional love and infinite tenderness 
with which God loved men and which led Christ to 
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gi ve His l i fe for t hose He loved, becomes the 
rrode1 p excell ence for family life. This 
s p i~~t cf f i th ope.~ the family to a unique 
humar; a ld spiri t ual advent• re, capable. not only 
of ove ·comi ng the wei ght of individual and 
coll ect1 v~ s~l fi s hness and the tribulations of 
ni s t or-y but also of triu111phing over the snares 
of deat h i tself. Infused with this hope, the 
l ~ e between husband and wife, and between 
parent s and chil dren, is able to confront the 
t edium of ttaily life and all obstacles which 
ffiay be raised against it with assurance and 
strength of S!irit. 
- MANIFESTO AND LETTER OF THE BISHOPS OF QUEBEC ON THE FAMILY· 
L 
Specific aims of this unit may be stated as follows: 
1. To develop in the child an appreci ation for his/her family and 
. . 
an understanding of each member's role. 
2. . To develop responsibility~ commensurate with his/her age and 
maturity, toward himself, t1 is family and society. 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
., 
Suggested models for examini ng the fan1ily have been inserted on the 
foJlowing two pages as an introduction to this unit. 
The first, A Model For Exami ning The_ famjJ..t, illustrates the various 
kinds of family structures , i . e. ~ nuclear t extended and the conmuni-
ty (family in a very broad sense) , and suggests that each structure 
may -be looked at in terms of roles, relationships and duties, rights 
and needs. 
The second model, Positive Factors Affecting Famil~ Sol~darity, shows 
some of the purposes for the family (in North America today) and sug-
gests ways in which the family may fulfi ll these purposes through ex-
pressions Of. affection. COlllnOn values, etc. 
These models may b~ used as frames of reference to work from when 
doing comparative studies of families around the world, in aif.ferent 
communities and from different times . 
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FAMILY 
Aim: 
To study together some notions of what a family is and some 
ways of rnak i ng our family experience a happy one. 
To show that disagreements and tensions do arise in varying 
degrees in all families. 
Concepts .t~.b.e Developed: 
1. Cooperation, communication, compromise and respect 
are important ingredients in a family: 
a) Respect for parental authority in the home. 
b) Talking things over instead of holding in 
resentment or jealousy. 
c) Learning to handle feelings of love or hatred 
for parents, brothers or sisters. 
d) It is normal for conflicts to arise between 
brothers and sisters in the home. 
2. Family members share goods and activities. 
References: 
Building a fiew Earth, Theme 6, Stage 2, Lesson 1, p. 295 
The Changing You, Unit 3, Lesson 3, p. 26, student p. 36 
I'm Not Alone, Chapter 7. 5 (10-12) 
I'm Not Alone, Chapter 11, p. 89 
Suggestions For Presentation: 
1. Maka list of ten ways you have communicated in the 
last few days. 
. 
2. 0 0ne picture is worth a thousand words." Is this true? 
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Find some magazine pictures that corrmunicate a message 
to us. Discuss the messages. • 
3. Allow the children to listen to their own conversation on 
a tape recorder. Listen to find the message, examine tone 
of voice, the words chosen, etc . 
4. Have children role-play a conversation between two people 
where they really communicate; where they are not com-
municating; ex. mot her-child, brother-sister. 
5. Construct puppet theatres and make puppets to present 
plays for an audience of primary chi.ldren. 
6. Discuss examples of situations in real life or from T.V. 
shows where it may have been very hard for parents to 
communicate with children. 
Audio-Visual Material: 
Song 86 - "To Be Alive", Canadian Catechism, Grade 5 
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Topic 2.: ,Different Images of Families Todal_ 
Aim: 
.To examine some images of the fan1ily from the media to see 
how they all have a role to play in the society in which 
we live. 
1. Images of the family from the media:· 
a) Different cultures. 
b) Different life styles. 
2. Each family is unique yet shares elements in common 
with other families. 
3. Though family units differ, they are a source of 
enrichment for other members of the community. 
References: 
Buildjng a New Earth, Theme II, Stage I, LessoQ 2, 3, 
Page 105-107 
As the Lord Jesus taught us we are all brothers even 
though we are all different~ 
The Changing YQy, Unit 3, Chapter 2~ p. 25. 
Suggestions For Presentation: 
1. Discuss with the children how each citizen helps in 
his/her own way for the good of the group: 
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a) People often have different tastes, aptitudes, age 
~ 
and nationality but they should have only one 
desire: to liv~ happily together even though we 
a re different. 
b) Christians know that God wants to see men live free 
and happy. This is a work that God has entrusted 
to men. 
c) We should not present brotherhood as an ~natta·in­
abl e ideal but rather as a reality that we strive 
for as christians. 
2. Discuss with the class some means of building "Brother-
hood in the \~orl d 0 : 
a) The desire for brotherhood and peace has been placed 
in the hearts of men by God. How can we live hap-
pily in our f milies, our towns, etc., when we see 
on T.V. and in the news so.much hunger in the world, 
. 
~ar, suf~ering nations, floods, earthquakes, etc. 
3. Children may be en~ouraged to read stories or accounts 
of different organizations ·such as Red Cross~ Peace· : 
Corps, or other .. vo~ un.teer organi zat':lons in the conmuni ty. 
4. Have children make a collage of a family taken from 
40 
newspapers Ol' magazines. 
• 5. Write a paragraph to describe different customs in 
different families. It may be a family from different . 
nationalities and customs. 
6. Discuss with children the importance of love, under-· 
standing end shari ng in a family, regardless of the 
different customs. 30 
,. 
' 
. , 
7. Children should come to understand ~that there are 
many unrealistic qualities about most of the T.V. ~ 
families which do not accurately reflect their own 
family or their friend's family. 
8. Each family is unique yet shares elements in common 
with other families - what elements are conmon to 
all families? Which elements are different? 
. I 
Audio-Visual Material: 
Song 79: 0 Join Hands My Brothern, Canadian Catechism, 
Grade 5 
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UNIT I I - GROWTH 
Teache.r' s Background 
The Dignity of Human Life 
I have come 
so that they may have life 
and have it to the full. 
John 10:10 
"To be born is to receive a gift. To be born is to be given a 
promise. Christianity believes that the life-giving God whom 
we worship is a gift-giving God whose gift is life. Human life 
has its origins in Life itself. And life allows life to happen 
as a gift: All -of a sudden, orie is born, alive; he is; and 
although he did not request or expect life, everything in him 
craves life, clings to life, fights for life, keeps life. I.t 
is as though there is a universal awareness, at least. in the 
beginning, that to be born is to be gifted and that the gift of 
birth must be preserved • • • • 
The sacredness of human life is the most accessible co11111on 
denominator between men of faith and men of no faith; Whether 
men believe in God or not, human life emerges as the first and _ 
last of those realities in which men have faith. A man of faith 
believes in life as he believes in God. He discovers God be-
cause he finds himself alive and, believing in life, he believes 
it will not end. His heart cries out for God because of its 
hunger for life. In this way, he attains God who rejects no 
man who loves life profoundly even though he may not have known 
that the core and center of the life he loved was a Love so 
vital that death had no hold over it and hatred no ability to 
rest ra i n i t . 11 
PADOVANO, Anthony T., Belief in Human Life, Pastoral Educational 
Services, New Jersey: 1969, pg. 5, 6. 
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The specific aims and objectives of this unit rnay be stated as 
fol lows: 
1. To de.velop in the child an appreciation of his/her unique-
ness as a person worthy of respect and dignity. 
2. To reaffirm the fact that each of us, because we are human 
from the moment of conception, are of inestimable worth, 
having been created by the Father and redeemed by Jesus 
Christ . 
Selections from Respect ~.f!>r Human Life Day, 1972 
l. Our Christian faith insists that human life has an inher~ · 
ent dignity grounded in man's rela·tionsh1P to God. The 
Church has expressed it in this way: 
I 
"The root. reason for human dignity ' lies in man's call to 
communion with God." 
2. In a Christian perspective, we know that each human life 
is the creation of a loving God, and that aging is part 
. 
of the process through which man fulfills his eternal 
destiny. 
3. Christian faith demands that, like all persons, the aged 
have an inalienable right to ·respect and love from others. 
(Respect fo~ Human .Life Day, 1972. Social° Welfare Bureau, Canadi-
in1 Catholic Conference, 90 Parent Avenue, Ottawa~) 
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Human Life In Our Da_y_, Pastoral Letter of the American Bishops. 
"We honor God when we reverence human lffe. When human life is 
served, man is enriched and God is acknowledged. When human life 
.is threatenedJ man is diminished and God is less manifest in our 
midst. 
A Christian defense of life should seek to clarify in some way 
the relationship between the love of life and the worship of God. 
One cannot live life unless he worships God, at least implicitly, 
nor worship God unless he loves life. 11 
"Reverence for Jife demands freedom from direct interruption of 
life once it is conceived. Conception initiates a process whose 
purpose is the realization of human personality. A human person, 
I 
nothing more and nothing less, is always at issue once conception 
has taken place~ We expressly repudiate any contradictory sug-
gestion as contrary to Judaeo-Christian traditions inspired by 
love for life~ and Anglo-Saxon legal traditions protective of 
life and the person." 
Abortion brings to an end with irreversible finality both the 
existence and the destiny of the developing human person. Con-
scious of the inviolability of life, the Second Vatican Council 
teaches·: 
"God, the Lord of Life, has conferred on man the surpassing min~ 
istry of safeguarding life, a ministry which must be fulfilled 
in a manner that is v1orthy of roan. Therefore, from the moment 
of its conception, 1 ife n1ust be guarded with the greatest care 
while abortion and infanticide are unspeakable crimes. 0 
(Guadium et Spes, 51) 
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The judgrnent of the Church on the evil of terminating life de-
rives from the Christian awareness that men are not the masters 
• but the ministers of life. Hence, the Council declares: 
"Whatever is opposed to life itself! such as any type of murder, 
genocide, abortion, euthanasia, or willful self-destruction, 
whatever vio'lates the integrity of the human person - all these 
things and others of their like are infamies indeed. They 
poison human society but they do more harm to those who practice 
them than those who suffer from the injury. Moreover, they are 
a supreme dishonor to the Creator." (Guadium et Spes, 27) 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
In an address to the C.C.D. Convention in New Or.leans in 1967, 
Father John Meyer identified the essential importance of sex 
education for the sanity and balance of the individual: 
· "Sex educati on rests on the firm conviction that it is impos-
sible for anyone to attain real maturity unless his sexuality 
is developed and educated on the way. Full male and female 
maturity lies in the ability to love, and love here necessarily 
includes the ability for sexual love." Father Meyer does not 
talk here of sex "in~t ~A,uction" and he does not relate sex educa-
tion to a need for information. He talks instead of sex 
education in terms of maturity and the ability to love. Of 
course, the reproductive system i~ a matter of fact and inso-
far as sex and reproduction are matters of fact they should be 
treated factually. 
But because of its special, inseparable connection with growth 
and maturation, sex education in its physical, psychological, 
social and religious aspects must be carried on in the widest 
context possible. 
The .Authotltt of Lov~ by William Mahar, N.C.C.M., Washington, 
D .C., 1968 
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Learning t~ .. ·· be ,?_.]oy o~ .. f!_,§J r l -
~ . 
1. Sex is the determining .factor in our hun1an relationships. We 
view each other through the personalities, the outlooks and 
the reactions of either a male or female person. Our male 
and female personalities, outlooks and reactions are con-
ditioned culturally, socially or morally. The children's 
lesson represents sexuality as a great gift of God and there-
fore very·· g·ood. It a 1 so points out that sexua 1 i ty - sna l eness 
or femaleness - is part of human life. Everyone is either 
boy or ntan, gi r1 or \~oman. 
Sexuality is part of our personality, part of our way of 
reflecting God, our \4/ay of thi nki~g and loving._ 
Our masc.ulinity of femininity is woven deeply into our person-
ality. It is unchangeable. 
2. Sex is, first of all, a gift of God, a quality of each person-
ality based on the physical structure of our bodies, our ·up-
bringing, ·our view of ourselves, our role in society. 
Sexuality, maleness or femaleness, permeates the total per-
sonality of every person, of every Christian. Personality, 
sexuality and values are inseparable. 
Sex can be understood as the power of attraction that exists 
between men and women, the special interest~ attraction that 
makes boys and girls have a psychological way towards each 
o·ther, 
Sex can be understood bi ologically as the physiology of re-
production with all the possibilities and responsibili~iea 
it entails. 
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For a person to be mature sexually he must understand the 
different aspects of sexuality as they apply to his life1• 
He must integrate them in his value system which tells him 
that they have a meaning and significance. This leads the 
person to be proud to be a man or to be a woman. This leads 
to a strong sense of responsibility in the use of sexual 
powers. 
Changes at Puberty 
A. Secondary Sex Characteristics and Maturing Sex Organs: 
1. Young peoples bodies change at puberty: 
a) Onset of secondary sex characteristics: 
(i) Girls - breasts enlarge 
- growth of pubic and axillary hair 
- hips widen 
- begin growth spurt in height and weight~ 
(ii) Boys - growth of pubic hair 
- axillary hair and beard 
~ chest and shoulders widen 
- voice begins to lower 
- height and weight vary among individuals. 
b) Maturing of sex organs: 
{i) Girls - uterus enlarges 
- vagina lengthens 
- mucous secretions 
vagina necessitate 
sonal hygiene. 
from the wall of the 
• • an 1ncrease in per-
{ii) Boys - growth of the sex organs 
variation in rate of growth. 
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Physica.1 Change.s Are Under. Glandular Control 
1. Pituitary 
a) Location - Below the center of the brain on the same 
level as the eyes~ 
b) Functions - init·iates bodily change by prod~ction of growth 
hormones to determine size and weight. 
2. Ovaries 
~ secretes substance which causes other organs to 
function, especially the sex glands. 
- acts as a time clock. 
- produces Pitocin, the hormone that causes 
labor contractions in childbirth. 
a) Locati·on - two glands 
- in the pelvis the size of small walnuts 
b) Function - produces ova, usually one per month 
2. Testicles 
- produces f emale sex hormone (estrogen) respon-
sible for secondary sex characteri$tics 
- produces progesterone, necessary especially in 
the first three months of pregnancy. 
a) Location - two oval glands 
- external organs 
b) Function - produce sperm 
- produce male hormone (testosterone) responsible 
for secondary sex characteristics. 
• 
4. Thyroid 
a) Location - in the throat in front of the windpipe (when 
enlarged it is called a goitre). 
b) Function - controls weight 
·- controls activity 
- controls ability to utilize food 
- helps the ovaries and testicles to produce ova 
and sperm 
- acts as a biological "thermostat of the body" 
- requires iodine to function 
- lack of thyroid in first few months of life 
causes cretinism. 
5. The Endocrine Glands 
rn pre-adolescence, the secretions from sweat glands, both 
during .exercise and under emotional stress become more 
noticeable, an increase in hygiene with respect ~o bathing, 
the use of deodorant and changing clothes is required. 
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1. Male Reproductive Organs 
Name 
Testicle 
Scrotum 
Penis 
. ' 
. . 
Urethra 
Spenn 
Structure & location 
- two oval glands 
- loose sack skin 
- filled with many 
blood vessels 
- thumb-shaped 
- hangs in front of 
testicles 
- usually soft and · 
limp but can become 
firm and erect 
- duct in center of 
penis 
- shaped like a tadpole 
with a large head and 
long tail 
- nucleus with 23 pair 
of chromosomes at the 
large end 
- thousands of times 
smaller than ovum 
Function 
... produce sperm 
- produce male sex 
honnones 
- protects testicles 
- passagew~y for sperm 
- empties urine from 
the bladder 
.. 
• 
- carries sperm · 
- passageway for urine 
.. 
~ male reproductive cell 
~ carries father's 
genetic material 
Vas Deferens - Duct from testicle to ~ carries sperm to sem-
Seminal 
Vesicle 
.. 
seminal vesicle inal vesicle for 
.. storage · 
- sack~like organ at end - storage of mature sperm 
of vas deferens 
- behind the prostate 
gland 
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----------- - ----· ·-------------
Name 
Prostate 
St ructure & Location 
- size of chest nut 
- surrounds the 
urethra 
Function 
~ secretes fluid to keep 
the sperm alive 
_____________________ __.. ...,,z .__.,._ .,.. -......---
2. Nocturnal Emissions (Wet Dreams) 
This is the automatic sending-forth of seed {seminal fluid) 
from the penis of the maturing boy. 
Process: 
- Often the .first ejaculation with semen occurs at night 
. ' 
while the boy is dreaming. 
- This ·;s nature's way of getting rid of surplus sperm. 
- The boy should learn t o handl e the feelings accompany-
ing ejaculations . 
- Fear and embarrassment could be tempered by the joy of 
this sign of physical fatherhood and acceptance of his 
new and growing mal e responsibi lities. 
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Female Reproductive Organs: 
. 
Each woman has a system of. internal organs concerned wi~h repro-
duction. 
Name 
O~ary 
Ovum 
Fallopian 
I. Tube·· 
• 
Uterus 
Cervix 
St~ucture & Location 
- . two glands 
- located in .the pelvis the 
size of small walnuts 
- composed of protein 
• has a nucleus with 23. 
chromosomes 
- the size of the point of 
a needle 
-~~ a tube connecting each 
ovary to the uterus 
- pear-shaped organ 
·- located in the pelvis 
girdle 
- cavity 
~ thick muscle wall 
- muscular neck or canal 
at the bottom tip of 
the uterus 
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Function 
- produces female sex 
hormones 
- produces one .ovum per 
month. 
- female sex cell 
- carries genetic mater-
ial from the mother 
- carries the ovum to 
the uterus 
• 
- fertilization takes 
place in the tube 
~ holds and nourishes 
a fertilized ov1.1n 
until the baby is 
ready for birth -
muscles then contract 
for birth 
- the tight passage 
keeps the uterus 
nearly germ-free 
Name 
Vagina 
Hymen 
Labia 
... 
-
Structure & Location Function 
- elastic passageway from - birth canal 
the uterus to the outside _ passage way for men-
strual flow 
- membrane at external 
vaginal opening 
- external organ 
- folds of soft tissue 
• 
which lie flat cover-
ing the vagina 
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. . 
- protects the vagina 
perineal infection 
in early childhood 
- may or may not be 
present 
- cover and protect 
the vaginal opening 
I 
I 
1 
I 
... . ' ..... 
. . 
I I 
The Menstrual Cycle is stimulated by t .he pituitary gland, in • 
adolescence . The ovaries bsgin to produce one ovum per month 
and also female sex hormone's, estrogen and progesterone. Each 
month, after the beginning of ovar~an function, a flow of 
blood from the uterus - menstruation - occurs. 
DescriBtion ~~ · the Menst_rual Cycle: 
1 • Under the ·inf 1 uence of f enta le sex hormones, the 1 in i ng of 
the uterus thickens to tw .. : ce its depth . each 1nonth in pre-
paration for pregnancy. 
2. If the ovum is fertilized, inipl_un.tation in the uterus lin-
ing occurs. · 
3. ·lf no fertilization occurs, part of. the lining and some 
blood is shed out of the uterus by _way of the vagina .where 
··it is absorbed by some sort . of· sanitary protection, as 
mens-trual flows. 
. . 
4. As each area of the lining is shed and washed away, blood 
vessels close off and the flow gradually ends. 
5. The normal cycle is from 28 to 35 days in length with a 
flow of from 3 to 7 days. 
6·. Some discomfort or feeling of depression before menstruat-
ing may occur for the following reasons: 
a) reduction in hormones which normally produce a feeling . 
of well-being; 
b) water retention. 
7. The medical name for the lining of the uterus is endometrium. 
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8. Some ways to lessen any unpleasant sensations during the 
menstrual flow are as follows: 
a) Maintain good posture so internal organs can lie natural-
ly. 
b) Exercise on a regular basis to maintain good muscle tone. 
c) A balanced diet including fresh fruit and plenty of · 
fluids. 
d) Much attention to personal hygiene to produce the feeling 
of always looking one's best. 
e) Visits to a doctor if severe cramps cause a problem. 
9. Menstruation is a sign of the body's preparation for the 
reproductive function. It is a sign that the young girl 
· is growing into healthy young womanhood. 
10. Great care should be taken to avoid the impression that men-
struation is a messy, dirty business. Far too long· people 
have defined menstruation as "the curse", "sickne'ss", etc. 
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GROvJTH 
}pQi c l: The 019~,_;_~.'L of Human Life 
Aim: 
To examine some of the ways in which human life is viewed 
today. 
Co.ncepts .t9_ !?.e Devel ope~: 
1. Images of human life: 
A. Presented by the Media: 
a) Some images are positive. 
b) Some images are ambiguous. 
c) ·Some inlages are negative. 
B. Presented by the Christian Conmunity. 
References: 
1. Newspaper and magazine articles. 
2. Belief in .Human Life by Padavano, p. 82 
3. Canadian Catechism 
~.uildin.9 -~-t~ew Earth, Grade 5 
Teacher's Manual -
Theme II, Stage I , pp. i07- l ll 
Signs of Brotherhood in the World -
Red Cross 
A businessman on a battlefield 
Organizing a corps of volunteers for peace 
Stage III, pp. 126-129 (Canadian Catechism) 
Teacher•s Reference: 
Christians show by their actions that they look upon 
each other as a brother because of their faith in 
God ~ the f ather of al le 
Parabl e of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10:29-37) 
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_s~.gge.sti_o.ns .for f_rg§~ntation: 
• 
1. Discuss some possible images: 
a) Media's stress on physical beauty in advertising. 
b) The stress on material success as a criteria of 
human worth. 
c) The stress on using violence to solve human pro-
b1ems reflected on T.V. programmes and in real 
1 i fe headlines. 
d) News coverage on "human interest" stories: 
kidnappings, concern for disaster areas, for 
the poor, underprivileged. 
2. Activities suggested in Canadian Catechism: 
Teacher's Manuals Grade 5, p. 111 -
a) Collect research project to find occasions on 
which the children could give proof of their 
willingness to communicate with all without 
distinction. 
b) Look up current news items illustrating ·men's 
desire to live in brotherhood. For example, 
incidents appearing in the daily newspapers or 
• magazines. 
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Topi~-11~ = Jhe Worth of ~urnan ~if~ 
Aim: 
To foster an appr~ciation of the worth of human life. 
Conceot to be Dey_eJ.o.E.~5!: 
1. The worth of human life from the first moment of con-
ception. We are alive nine months before we are 
borne 
2. We are created from a part of our father and mother 
(sperm and egg (ovum)). 
References: 
Canadian Catechism: Building a New Earth, Grade 5, Theme 8. 
From Baptism we have been one with the Lord and share His 
life like a branch attached to a tree. 
Our Baptis~ the Beginning of a New Life, p. 384 
The Fath~.s Glory Is That We Bea.r Fruit, p. 387 
(Teacher's Reference) I.he Changing Y.Q.!!.. Teacher's Manual, 
p. 21 
Suggestions ~o.r Presenta_tion: 
The teacher's approach is one of taking the children through 
the concept slowly answering questions and conmunicating on 
a warm human level. Terminology is important but it is not 
necessary to make technic ians out of the children. 
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1. Have children bring pictures of themselves when they 
were babies. Discuss how they have grown since in 
so many ways. 
2. Use filmstrip "I Wonder, I Wonderu, Frames 16 - 42, 
to review earlier understandings about conception 
growth . . Discuss or list some important things a 
mother and father must do for a new baby. 
3. List some ways in which brothers and sisters in a 
family can help. 
Audio-Visual Material: 
Filmstrip: 0 ! Wonder, I Wonder" 
Somg: "To Be Alive 11 , Canadian Catechism, Grade 5 
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Toe_ic __ III - M_yself 
Sub-Topis I-: Self Image 
Aim: 
To- increas·e the child's awareness of the importance o~ a 
good self-image and of the role the family plays in its 
formation. 
To help .the child realize that maturity is becoming grown-
up in mind, feelings and body and this is a life-long 
process. 
1. A person's self-concept is important, it significantly 
influences how· he behaves. 
2. The family is the first group that helps your self-
image develop. By the way a child is treated in his 
family, he learns to think of himself as lovable or un-
lovable. 
- uniqueness of 0 ach individual ·person 
- knowing myse'lf 
- acceptance of the fact that the body will be under-
going changes and this is natural and good. . 
References: · 
1. "I'm Not A19ne 11_ • . Dimensions of Personality Series 
(George A Pflaum publish~rs)~ Chapter 4, pp. 24-32. 
2. Gospe 1 · 'Of Luke 18: 1o~14. Story of the Pharisee and 
Publican. 
3. 0 The Changing You" , Lesson 2, p. 2, Teacher's Manual 
and text . 
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Suggestions for Present~tio~: 
A. 11 I'm Not Alone", Chapter 4~ deals with: 
1. The role of the family in the creation of one's 
self-image. 
2. The role of friends in the creation of one•s self-
image. 
3. The importance of a good self-image. Discuss ways 
by which a family can help a child to fonn his 
self-image. 
4. Encourage the children to think positively of 
themselves: accept the fact that ·everyorie ·has 
li~itations and strengths. 
B. Story of the Pharisee and the Publican: 
l. Discuss how the Pharisee's attitude about his self 
worth was distorted. Discuss the qualities of the 
Publican (accepted his ov1n mistakes, had faith and 
confidence in God's love and acceptance, asked for 
forgiveness in order to love more). 
C. 11 The Changing Youu, Lesson 2, p. 2: 
1. Make a list of the qualities you think should be 
seen in a person. 
2. Discuss ways that you have changed over the past 
five years (since you began school): 
a) Likes and dislikes. 
b) Interest in games, sports, clothes, friends, etc. 
3. Ask children to report on the biography of some 
~famous persons: show them in childhood, adolescence, 
maturity, old age. 
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4. Your feelings change as you grow up. They are ~ore 
complicated because you are aware of more different 
life situations, problems and challenges . . They are 
also more understandable because you have learned 
from experience how you react to many things. Now 
you have different interests and different things 
that attract or repel you: How would a baby, a 
third grader, an eighth grader, or your father 
react to a scary Halloween mask? Certain kinds of 
music (nLtrsery rhymes, folk, classics)? 
5. If someone were ab 1 e to grant you three wishes at 
the age of three, six, ten and twenty-one, would 
you wish for different things at each age? Give 
some examples. 
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Sub-Topic 2: Ch~pges -~t Puberty 
Aim: 
To help the child understand and appreciate puberty as the 
time of rapid growth and physiological change among indivi-
duals. 
To develop an appreciation of the differences in physical 
characteristics among individuals. 
Concepts to be Dev~loped: 
Puberty is a time of bodily changes. It is a growth spurt 
accompanied · by psychological changes caused by hormonal 
changes in the body. It comes earlier for girls, later 
for boys~ and not all enter the change at the same time. 
References: 
Your Child's Sex Life, Chapter XI, pp. 77-80 
Suggestions For Pre?entation: 
1. Collect pictures of boys and girls from age ten to 
eighteen. Have children discuss how they are dif-
ferent in relation to their physical development. 
2. Make an autobiography of self or a biography of some 
member of the family tracing the physical growth 
stages from infan~y to pre-adolescence. 
Audio-Visual Material: 
Filmstrip 
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S_ub-t .. opi~. 3.: .P_hJ':s .i ~_aJ .. ~hanges AJ:e ~Under_Glanduiar Control 
Aim: 
To help the child appreciate the complexity of the hormonal 
interaction as part of God's plan to produce a mature in-
dividual • 
. ~...Qncept . to be D~y~ l_op.ed: 
.. 
There are several changes associated with puberty. 
Reference Material: 
The ~hanging Jou, Unit I, Lesson 8, pp. 11 - 13, Lesson 7, 
p. 8 
/ Suggestions for Pr.ese11t~tionV 
1. Use charts to discuss the position and function of 
glands - pituitary, ovary, testicles, thyroid. 
(Frames 15 - 18 of fi'lmstrip "Wonderfully Made 0 may 
be used) 
2. Discuss the endocrine glands and implications to groom-
ing. 
3. Make a collage related to cleanliness, use of deodorant, 
etc. 
Audio-Visual Material: 
Film: Glands & Hormones (Moreland-Latchford) Dept. of Ed., 
#612.6 
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~.ub-toRi c 4 :_. F~therhood 
Aim: 
To encourage pride and respect in the developing body of a 
man. 
To develop a sense of wonder at the greatness of God's plan 
for enabling men to become fathers. 
Concepts to be. Developed: 
Each man has a system of organs concerned with reproduction. 
Nocturnal Emissions (Wet Dreams) are a sign of the boy's 
readiness for physical fatherhood. 
References: 
Your Child's S~x Lif~, p. 117, pp. 86-87 
Suggestipns For P~e~enta~ion: 
1. Have each member of the class expand their list of respon-
sibilities of a father in a family. 
2. Show and discuss the film "Glands & Hormones 11·or filmstrip 
nwonderfull.Y Made 0 , frames 15-18, with special emphasis on 
the male reproductive organs. 
3. Compile a g ~iossary of correct tenninology related to the 
female reproductive system. 
4. Have children discuss the greatness of .fatherhood with 
great reverence and respect for this great gift of God -
the power of procreation - fatherhood. 
Audio-Visual Material: 
Film: ;Glands & Hormones~ Dept. of Ed~ #612.6 
Filmstr·ip: "i~onderfully Made" 
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Sub-Topic 5.: Motherh.ooq_ 
Aim: 
--
To develop an appreciation of motherhood as a great vocation, 
and to help the children understand that the mother's body 
is designed by God to bear children. 
To help the children acquire a feeling of pride in the. 
developing body of a woman. 
Conc.~~ts to b.~ pev .. ~ l_g__ped: 
Each woman has a system of organs concerned with reproduction. 
The wonderful design of a mother's body enables her to con-
ceive, carry and give birth to babies, human beings who will 
1 i ve forever. 
Procreation is one of the greatest miracles of God's creation. 
References: 
l. Compile u. glossary of correct terminology related to the 
female reproduct ive svstem. 
. -~ 
2. Show and discuss t~1e film uGlands & Hormonesn or the film-
strip 0 Wonder·fu11y Made", frames 14~18t with special 
emphas ·is on the fen1ale reproductive organs. 
3. Have each rnember of the class make a list of the respon-
sibilities of a moth er in the family. 
4. Develop in children a feeling of pride and respect for 
the deve1otYing body of a woman - by means of discussion, 
paragraphs, plays~ 
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Audio-Visual Material: 
----------
• ' i F1lm: Glands & Hormones, Dept. of Ed. #612.6 
'A New t!uman Life ' (More 1 and-Latchford) 
•oevelopn1ent of t he Embryo', Dept. of Ed. #612.62 
Filmstrip: 1Wonderfully Made' 
SB 
Sub-topic 6: Mer8S trua 1 C.yc le 
t 
Aim: 
To teach the children to accept and understand puberty as 
a normal part of growing up and therefore avoid unnecessary 
anxiety and fears brought about by . insufficient knowledge 
of this physical change . 
To help the children see menstruation as a sign. ·that a 
.. . ....... . .. - . 
woman has the God-given ability for complete fulfillment 
of her womanliness by having children. 
Concepts to be Developed: 
Menstruation is a normal physiological process .. 
References: 
Your Child's Sex Life~ Chapter XII, pp. ·. 81-85, p. 119 
The Wonder 6f Sex, Chapter 3, p. 33 
Suggestions For Presentation: 
1. Discuss the need of extra personal hygiene at the time 
of menstruation. 
2. View and discuss a short film explaining the menstrual 
cycle. 
Audio-Visual Material: 
'story of Menstruation', Dept. of Ed. #61. 2. 62 
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U N I T I I I - R E L A T I 0 N S H I P S 
\ 
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UNIT III - RELATIONSHIPS 
"In the mystery of social love 
there is found the realization 
of "the other" 
not only as one to be loved by us, 
so that we may perfect ourselves, 
but also as one who can become 
. more perfect by loving us. 
The vocation to charity 
is a call not only 
to love but to be loved. 
The man who does not care at all 
whether or not he is loved 
is ultimately unconcerned 
about the true welfare 
of the other end of society. 
Hence we cannot love 
unless we also consent 
to be loved i n return. 11 
Teachers' Background 
Building a New Earth, p. 98 
Thomas Merton 
from "Listen to Love", 
Regina Press~ N.Y., 1970 
"Christians live in the world, sharing the common lot of men; 
I 
work, family life, recreation, worship. They share the same 
hopes, dreams and responsibilities of those around them. 11 
We should remember that man is naturally social and that it has 
pleased .God to unite those who believe in Christ in the People 
of God and into one body. (Decree on the Apostolate of Laity,18) 
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"All men are called to belong to the new People of God. Where-
fore this People, while ren1aining one and unique, is to be 
. 
spread throughout the whole world and must exist in all ages, 
so that the purpose of God's will may be fulfilled. In the · -· 
begfnning God made human nature one. After his children were 
·scattered, he decreeci that they should at length be unified tt., 
again. 11 
(Constitution on the Church, 13) 
Power of the Spirit 
So I pray for you that God who gives you hope will keep you 
happy and full of peace as you believe in Hirn. I pray that 
God will help _you overflow with hope in Him through the Holy 
Spirit's power within you. 
- Romans 15:13 
These things that were written in the Scri_ptures so long ago 
are to teach us patience and to encourage us so that we will 
look forward expectantly to the time when God will conquer 
sin and death and that we might have · hope. 
- Romans 15:4 
Emotions 
·No one can develop freely in this world and find a full life 
without feeling understood by. at least one person. 
- Paul Tournier 
There is a thirst in the heart of man, a deep yearning to be 
understood, to be loved and ·to love . I need someone near me 
with whom I can share, with whom I can feel secure. I can· 
relax in and with ·him. I f I am alone, I may feel lonely, 
even anguished. And we know what can result from this anguish: 
we may harden our hearts i n order to erase or smother it; or 
we may simply refuse to live. This is the feeling of those 
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who feel rejected; who believ~ they have no place in the universe. 
These sentiments are in each one of os at one time or another .-
• 
to feel not wanted, .useless, without any value. 
- Vanie~~ John. Eruption To Hope, Griffin 
House, Toronto, 1971, p. 22 
A child becomes peaceful if he listens to conversations that are 
warm, friendly, loving, if those around him show him how to 
admire, to marvel, to be grateful, if others with whom he is in 
close contact do not criticize or make unkind remarks and judg-
ments, if they always see the good in people and if they can for-
• give. 
Emotions In Ou1 Lives 
An emotion may ·be described as 11a stirred-up state of the body 
and mi nd11 • Emotions suet. as 1 ove, joy, ho·pe, pride and wonder 
may be pleasant; others such ~s fear, grief, anger, shame and 
jealousy may be very unpleasant. 
If we describe emotions as stirred-up states of body and mind 
which tend to make us act in some way, we must try to make sure 
that we are not stirred-up too much by too many different 
situations. Example: Some people get angry for little or no 
reason; others get terribly afraid for no real reason ; others 
get depressed and even jealous when they are not considered 
better than others, etc. People should learn how to control 
their emotions. Otherwise they will act in some way which is 
not acceptable to society and which may be harmful to themselves. 
Example: Some people, when sad or fearful, may become de-
pressed, unable to react, and fall victim to their uncontrolled 
emotion. Others when angry will attack people or will say 
things that could destroy valuable friendships or alter precious 
relationships. 
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"No man is free who cannot corrmand himself." 
- Pythagoras 
Emotions are like .fire - properly co~trolled, they help in 
our development; out of control, t hey may destroy us. ·· 
Anger 
Anger is an emotion which we must learn .to control. We must 
learn to realize that everyone must learn to accept a great 
deal of interference in his life without becoming angry. If 
anger is controlled, a person will be much happier and more 
successful in iife. 
We must learn not to be ashamed of anger. It is a normal and 
natural emotion which everyone has experienced. It can be 
valuable when it enables us to prot ect ourselves from danger 
and gives us the strength to take action to remedy evil con-
ditions. 
Anger can be very harmful if a person uses violent action for 
every contradiction which he experiences. We should never 
allow it to govern our act ions. 
"Your success i n life wi l l be largely determined by your ability 
to get on well with others." 
- Edmund Bullis 
Fear and Its Crippling Sensation 
John Bonnel l has said, "Courage is not the absence of fear, it 
is the mastery of it. 11 
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Fear is one of the more common emotions; everyone has exper-
ienced it some time in his li~fe. We all know how it feels 
to be afraid. Very often we are afraid because we do not 
understand the cause of our fea r . We need to learn how to 
control fear. We .should not be ashamed to admit our fear; 
it is a nonnal,natural emotion. It is a valuable emotion in 
the sense that it helps us escape danger. We must not allow 
fear to control our actions. It helps tf we bring it out in 
the open and face up to it ourselves. 
Fear naturally ties in with l oss and grief. This is why the 
teacher .is urged to read the following pages on Death Educa-
tion for their own benefit and that of their students. 
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DEATH EDUCATION 
In the pre-adolescence years, the Family Life Progranme calls 
for a detailed study of all the aspects of the growing-up · · · 
process; for instance, how the body changes and prepares for 
the .futt:r'e role of fatherhood and motherhood through the action ~It 
• 
of the endocrine glands and hormones that together act like a 
time-clock to bring about puberty. 
While studying glands and the secondary sex characteristics, 
we naturally come across the ~ i trge field of emotions (specially 
studied in Grade 5), the role they play in our life, how to 
keep them under control, and what contribution they make in the 
maturing process . There we encounter the whole gamut of abrupt 
changing moods, hurt feelings, shyness, showing off, etc. It 
is then time to tackle death education as the greatest emotion 
one experiences in life. 
Normally the topic should be divided into five parts: 
1. Why is it so hard to die? 
2. Death seen through other cultures? 
3. Dying is easy, but living is hard. 
4. Are dea~h and growth partners~ 
5. Death seen as th~ final stage of growth. 
Part I 
It is hard to accept death in this society of ours because it is 
an unfamiliar subject. When someone dies, we quickly do away 
with the evidence before it upsets anyone. We routinely shelter 
children from death and dying, thinking we are protecting them 
from .harm; in doing so we never come to grips with death ourselves 
and we deprive the children of the experience. By making death and 
dying a taboo subject, we create fear that need not be there. 
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It will always be hard to die even when we have learned to accept 
it as an -integral part of life; it will be harder still is we see · 
. 
death as a dreaded stranger rather than an expected companion to 
: . 
our life - the thought of which could make us live our lives: with 
meaning. 
Part II 
Different cultures approach death and dying in different ways: 
The Chinese, for instance, believe in face-saving. They hire pro-
fessional mourners .for wai li ng and weeping. ·rhey believe that the 
dead live on in the other worldso they burn paper money in order 
to give the deceased some to spend wherever they are. They be-
1 ieve that the·spirit of the deceased is present at the funeral 
along with other spirits,gJod and bad. That is why when it is 
time to cover the casket the living turn their backs toward the 
casket so that tte evil spirits who hover around the dead will not 
follow them home . 
Among the Alaskan Indians, the dyi ng peopl e show a wilfulness 
about their death, they participate in its planning, and they 
.exhibit a power of persJnal ·choice in the time of its occurrance. 
A story was told by a missionary about Old Sarah, an Alaskan 
Indian woman. She summoned the priest to come in two weeks time, 
on such a day, and asked him to pick up her close relatives in 
distant villages. In tne meantime, she rounded up gifts for all 
her family, bought the food needed for the workers on the occas-
ion of her burial. When her sons and daughters came with the 
priest, she talked to each one, prayed for them, presented them 
with gifts; she was also bright and happy during the Eucharistic 
celebration held in her cabin. She participated in the prayers 
and the singing which she seemed to enjoy very much. Shortly 
after all her company left, she died! 
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The Jewish peopJe, though not believing in an after-life of 
happiness with God, nevertheless accept death as a decree of 
the Eternal Judge; they confront it directly and make it a 
duty_ for the loved ones to surround, comfort, and encourage 
the patient until he breathes his last. In turn, the dying 
prepare by following these procedures: 
a) a period of repentance and confession of sins by the 
recitation of penitential psalms and prayers; 
b) then comes the ordering of one's material affairs (will); 
c} the blessing of family; 
d) ethical instructions following the blessing. 
The Jews strongly believe in making this last period of life 
for the terminally ill as anxiety-free as possible . . Death has 
such a finality for them that they allow a long period of 
mourning in order that the bereaved may vent his grief, and 
slowly integrate himself or herself in the community- the 
only survival of the indi vidual. 
Part III 
Emotional acceptance in the face of death takes time, work, 
pain and hurt. Aren ' t we all familiar with the example of 
people going down hill from the moment of the loss of a loved 
. 
one ... ? "Why didn't I die too?" is their refrain. Don't we 
commonly say: 0 The poor mother is gone to her reward, but 
those who are left behind are the real sufferers ..• 11 • 
Sound psychology recommends that grief reactions should be 
expressed in the form of crying, talking about the loss of 
their loved one, or performing certain ritual on his/her be-
half. The relatives or friends should be encouraged to talk 
about the person who died in order to favor a quicker adjust-
ment to t heir bereaved condi ti on. 
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Part IV 
, 
\( 
Growth · can certainly come from the experience of gri~ef. Dying 
is like a birth - from darkness the ·dying emerge into a new 
1; ght. 
We all know that the gift of love is the most precious gift, 
and it is possible to express it most fully at the end of our 
earthly life. For example, a dying person will hold you~ 
hand, pressing it at times, and muttering some inarticul~te 
words of thanks and l ove ••. as a supreme effort of eternal 
remembrance! 
Part V 
Death should be envisioned as the final stage of growth. Every 
moment of our life is. an experience which hopefully makes us 
grow ... · . . death will be cur ·1ast experience ••. ! If we don't 
. ' 
accept change, we are not living; thus we should see death as 
the final change.pf our _persona_lity that will bring us to the 
fullest measure of 1 iv·ing. 
Should we cheat the children of that enriching experience for 
their own benefit? Certainly not. 
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross has a t~emendous book entitled: · Death, 
the Final Stage of · Growth. It is strongly· recomnended to 
teachers of elementary grades because it imparts the knowledge 
of de~th and dying seen through divers facets of human emotions. 
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Courtesy, Touchstone of Good Relations 
The courteous person is one who is considerate of others. 
Courtesy goes deeper than what we call manners . . A person 
may have "good manners" but still lack courtesy if they 
talk in a mean way about others, if they make fun of others 
who act in ways a little different, and they have little 
respect and consideration for other people's rights. 
A courteous person i s one who compliments others sincerely 
on their efforts; he can ask another for an opinion and 
then listen carefully when the other expresses his views; 
he does not boast and show how much he knows. He genui'nely 
likes Ot.r ·=~~- ;Jr'Cµ1e and realizes t hat other people are impor-
tant. 
·courtesy is an at ti tu de to be deve 1 oped. .w~ become courte-
ous persons by practicing consideration n~d respect for 
others in our daily lives. Happiness n~d true success come 
to courteous people. 
"Life is not so short but t hat there is always time -enough 
for courtesy , 11 
- Ralph Emerson 
· · Aims · and . Objectiy~s 
1. Tu discuss man's need to live and work in society. 
2. To examine a simple process of understanding and inter-
preting the behavior of others. 
3. To develop an awareness of the interrelationship of 
people in groups. 
4. To examine social relationships in .. the context of love 
based on an understanding of the uniqueness of the in-
dividual person in his maturing masculinity and femin-
inity . 
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UNIT III - RELATIO~SH!PS 
Topic 1: Emotional D~vel.opwent 
Aim: 
To help the child understand the emotional changes and the 
need to be more sensitive to the rights and feelings of · 
others, especially members of family and fri:ends. 
To increase the child's awareness of the importance of a 
good ·self-.image in society at large, and in the Christian 
coninunity in particular. 
Concepts to be Developed: 
1. To help the child understand that maturity is growing 
up emotionally, intellectually and physically and that 
it requires patience to achieve; it is a lifelong pro-
cess. 
2. The self-image of the child is developed at an early 
age by people around him. 
3. Children need to learn how to deal with emotions. 
Jealousy is a familiar emotion. If children can accept 
this feeling as nonna1 and natural, he will not develop 
guilt-feelings which he might experience if .he pe·rceives 
his je~lousy to be a shameful, unnatural emotion. It 
can lead to negative attitudes toward each other . . 
It is important to respect the ·feelings of others but 
acceptance of one's feelings does not imply pennissive-
ness to act them out. 
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Feelings or emotions are normal but they have to be accepted 
and controlled: 
jealousy; anger - hatred; revenge - result of anger·; joy; 
love . . 
References 
·1. nBuiJding the New Earth", Theme I, Lesson 3, p. 71: 
The desire to know, to succeed, and to grow coincides 
with God's plan fer us. 
The parable of the Talent (Matthew 25:14-30) represents 
a fortune of gifts which God our Father has given to us. 
2. "The Changiny You", Chapter ·l, Lesson 2, p. 2: 
The word maturity is introduced as a goal of growing. 
It is the integration of the emotional, intellectual 
and volitional elements in man so that he can act 
responsibly, is in touch with reality, including the 
reality of a spiritual destiny. 
Emotional maturity can be described as the proper 
response to reality. 
Control of the emotions is placed under the rule of 
· the moral virtues of justice, temperance and for-
titude. 
3. "I'm Not Alone", Chapter 6, p. 44: 
- Jealousy is a familiar emotion to any child. 
- The child.must learn to control this feeling. 
Chapter 7, p. 52: 
- People need to understand how other people feel. 
- An emotion is a feeling, it may be of: joy, anger, 
love, hatred, pride, jealousy. 
- To feel these emotions is very .important; people 
must learn .how to deal with them. 
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Suggestions For Presentation: 
~ . .. . ~ ... 
:: .. . 
1 . . Have children read the parable ~ then discuss what Jesus 
is telling us in the story. 
2. If a someone was able to grant you three wishes at the 
ages of three, six, ten and twenty, would you wish for 
different things at each age? Discuss and give some 
examples. 
3. Children experience different emotions. Have small 
groups of children who role-play different examples 
of emotions in their li ves (example: fear, anger, 
hatred, love, joy). 
4. Establish: Man 1 s need for privacy. 
Man's need for interaction with others. 
The importance of group m~mbership. 
Make a list of some projects that can be done alone, 
or some special times you feel happy to be alone. 
Make a list of projects you can do as · a group. 
5. ·Jealous.y is a normal feeling which we must learn to 
control - sibl.ing rivalry, classroom rivalry. Discuss 
some practical way·s to get over feelings of jealousy. 
6. Have the class discuss what love is. What does the 
word mean to them? Have pupils tell how they show 
their love for: parents, friends. Dramatize the ways 
brothers and sisters can show love for each other; 
how ·a mother shows her love for her child. 
7. Have the class give their ideas on love and compare 
with earlier ideas. 
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·a. Have a panel discussir·n on the ~Vestion, "What happens 
. to me if I break my own code nf behavior?" 
Audio-Visual Material 
Sound Filmstrips: "Your Emotions", Series 34, Moreland-Latchford 
"Your Fear0 
"Your t,nger" 
"Your Envy" 
"Your Frustrations" 
Fi ·lms: Department of Education, Film Library 
152.4 1Chi1dren's Emotions' (22 min.SW) 
152.4 'Don't Be Afraid1 (12 min. Col.) 
152.4 1Don't Get Angry' (12 min. BW) 
152.4 'Feelings of Hostility• (31 . min. BW} 
152.4 'Managing Your Emotions' (11 min. Col.) 
157 'Angry noyt(32 min.) bw. 
144.41 'Aggression - Assertion ' (7 min., Col.) 
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Topic. 2: .Social ·oevelopment_ 
· Aim: 
To · help the child to accept the change in interests as a . 
normal ·part of the maturing process. 
To help the child understand the importance of group id.enti-
fication and the responsibilities this places upon the 
individual. 
Concepts ·to ·be ·oeveloped: 
1. To develop an a·wareness of the inter-relationship of 
. people in groups. 
· 2. To develop an awareness of the influence of group· · 
pressure·s and to develop the potential for coopera.-. 
ti on. 
3. Why we have social manners: 
a) Man as a social being. 
b) Relationships ~ peer, family, adult. 
c} Should there be a· difference in his manners in 
interpers~nal relationships? 
· d) Gro.up activities - manners with boy·s and girls. 
. . 
· e) Loving respect for each other. 
f) The de~1ancis ·for etiquette. 
g) Understanding what others expect of you and what 
you expect of them. 
·References · 
"I'm Not Alone"·, Chapters 1, 2, pp·. 2 & 10 
"Bui 1 ding a Ne·.11 Earth 11 , Theme 2, p. 98 
"I'm Not Alone", Chapter 13 
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Suggestions For Presentation: 
1. Have each. pupil make a list of the basic requirements 
for effective interpersonal relationships, i.e., 
· friendliness, respect, interest, responsibility, 
enjoyment, acceptance, and others. Compile and discuss. 
2. Have a convnittee of pupils observe and report on re-
lationships noted pn the playground during recess. 
. . 
3. Have the class design a self-rating scale on personal 
qualities, such as: 
happy-go~lucky, considerate, generous, reliable, reads 
a lot, good sport, does things quickly, makes friends 
easily, leader, follower, quick-temper~d, talkative, 
adventurous, studious, serious, etc. Administer the 
scale and discuss with the class the qualities that 
the pupils want to discuss. 
Audio-Visual Material: 
Films: Department of Education, Film Library 
·323. 6 
323.6 
177 
'communi'ties Depend on .Each Other• (11 mi\n.col.) 
1Village Storekeeper• (20 min. bw.) 
'Values: Playing Fair' (10 min. col.) 
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Topic 3: Interpersonal Relationships 
. Aim: 
·ro help children in boy-girl relationships to understand and 
help each other. 
To help children understand that each person is unique and 
worthy of respect and understanding. 
Concepts to be Developed: 
1 • Brother and sister relationships 
girl relationships: 
a) Differences in ability. 
b) Jealousy. 
help us understand boy-
• 
c) Respecting one another's privacy and ownership. 
d) Those who fight most may become closest and trust 
friends. 
e) Competition. 
2.· Learning to respect friends of the s~me sex leading to 
understanding the opposite ·sex: 
a) Sharing experiences~ 
b) Developing social skills - friendship. 
c) Qualities to be developed to improve relationships. 
d) Be interesting and be interested: dependable, loyal, 
· sense of humor, accept · criticism, be a good listener. 
e) Emphasize the ·favorable qualities of other people, 
not their faults. 
3. Help the child to understand and develop his own character~ 
istics: 
a) How well do I know myself? 
b) How responsible am I? 
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c) Do I ki ti mjsel f ? 
d) Feel ings toi~~rd i;y:;el f and others. 
References: 
"I'm Not A~oneH, Chcpt ers 6, l , 8, 9 
"Family Li fe and Sex Education" !# Schulz & Williams., Harcourt, 
Brace Worl d lnc.s p.98 
Gospe 1 of Ma t theh! , 22: 34-40 
Suggestions For ~res~ntation : 
1. Have scn~e of t he pupils describe their feelings when they 
were recipients of parental disapproval ,sibling ri·valry, 
or unjust punishment. 
2.. Have p~pi l s dramat ize ways of handling the situations 
1 i sted ab·:>ve. 
3. Have ea~h stl!dent anor~Jmously list three things he likes 
and t hree thi ngs he di slikes about the classroom and the 
acti vi ti es. Compile and .discuss with the class. 
4. Have t t.e cl~ss d~~ cJs s the statement, "In our class most 
girls are r,-rcr'e i ntes"ested in boys than boys are interested 
.; n g i r ·I s • " 
5. Drama t i ze situati ons showing positive and negative be-
havior ; ~~or exar.:ple, a new student in school, class 
actions whi l e a pupil recites or reads, teac~er giving 
.instructi or~s . 
. . . 
Audio-Visual 11~ter ·1 cl : 
Sound Fil i:::tr ~ps: HMor~l Decision Making", Series 3 
"Hostility", "Guilt 11 , "Honesty" 
HGenercs i ty" , 11 Integrity" 
·· (:·~orel and-Latchfcrd) 
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, 
Films: Department of Education, Film Library 
372.6 's~~ring Time in Our Class~{ll min.col.) 
177 'vaiues: Being Friends' (9 min. col.) 
177 'Values: Cooperation1 (11 min. col.) 
177 •values: Telling the Truth'(lO min. col.) 
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SUGGESTED LE SS 0 N. PLANS 
"EGG AND SPERM11 
. FILM #2 
Grades 2 - 3 Color ~ lf) min, 
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,. 
. _  ,·,:FJL.M ·.-· .. ,.EGG AND SPERM" 
OBJECTIVE: 
·ro build a_ wholesome attitude to sex through a knowl~dge 
• , t 
I 
, . 
~f the elementary facts ·C?f reproducti·on. 
ATTITUDES ro. BE ENCOURAGED: 
1. A sense of wonder. and awe: "God gives the increase." 
2. Respect for all l~ving things. 
•. " l . . 
3. Growth in love: appreciation of our parents, God -
. ... . . . . . ·~ . :, . ; .. . : 
respond by thoug~tfulness, . 
. · 
. . .. ' . ' 
••• ' 4 ~ • 
. 81 
, 
-Review the ideas presented in thf film ~'Life From Life". All 
11v·1ng things prf.lduce thei r own kinds Treest plants, fish, birds. 
Animals are giv~n to us by God f O that we may use them to make 
. . 
our lives more fruitful. Animals an · birds have fathers and mothers 
The mother, sometimes helped by the :ather, takes care of the baby 
· animals • . · . 
Birds come ·from eggs wh1eh .arF hatched. · Other animals start 
life ·in ·a special way. The baby· a .imal spends some time 1n a 
. . 
speci a 1 organ in h j s mother.• s bod., ca 11 ed a ·uterus (womb}. There 
. 
it .grows and gets ready to be bor' ~ This is on~ of Go.~• s great 
gifts to usr; it shows His love fo us and ·it .is very beautiful. 
l\fter the bahy r;1im.~. !. s are ~ ·rr., t1.e ~:: ·cher f~a~s tfiea11 w.ith 
milk fr'C~! ~~~ n~i~• L.: ~:<~ She take.. c~ ~·'c ~f -:;:.c~ u::ti ~ ~hey are able 
. .. . . ...  to , .... ke c!.\ ~e of t-.,~- - · · --\,,C,,t ~ • - • • o · - - I 'Ii .:. ..,. "' 
VOCABULARY: Fertil~~~~~~n : egg_ sp~nn, nurse, · reproduction, uterus-
womb,. breast, vag~ sta, J enis. 
. 8'> 
. "" 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
' . 
NOTES FCR THE TEACHER 
The key conc£pt of growth should be linked with the 
notion of creation. Creation should be thought of, 
and presented, not s.o much as something God has done 
. . 
but as something that God · is doing. God d1d not 
create ·the w·or~ d ·and leave it by itself. Instead of 
saying "God cr'eated all things 11 we should say·, "God 
is crea~ing all things". To grasp this : nbtfoi1 o.f 
creation we should think less of the outset of the. 
universe and mere of the present \;tnu . what is gr.owing, · · 
what 1 i~s e,head . 
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FILM: ."EGG. AND SPERMu 
It 1s divided into three parts: birds, chickens. mantnals. 
Part 1 • 2 · BIRDS - CHICKENS 
Concee_t: 
1. L1fe starts as a. fertilized egg. The baby bird develops _inside 
the egg. 
" 2. The .parent bird~ incubate the eggs and take care of the young 
birds after they ar~ hatched. 
3 •. A male chicken 1s called a rooster·; a fetnale is called a hen. 
r . 
4. The rooster fe~t111zes ·the egg inside the .body of the hen. 
5 • . The ~aby chick resembles its parents . 
. Questipns: 
1. How does life start for a ~ull? for a chicken? ·' 
I 
2. Compare the egg of a frog to that of a gull or chicken. 
3. How do the parent birds take care of the baby birds? 
Suggested Activity: 
1. Ask the children to.find out what kind of eggs various birds 
have4 Compare size, ··color, ~hape. Make a chart showing 
pictures or drawings of the eggs. 
aa 
I 
PART l - 2 
· 2. Observo growth in: mari go 1 ds t bea.ns s rad1 shes. 
. ' 
. 
3. Shot-1 pittures of baby .animals with their mothers. 
4. ObserVe dn1ma1 11fe and care of young (some ch11d PWY have 
the a.n1ntals ·at home and report to the class). 
Mother cat and kittens 
~ 
Mot!'1er dog and puppies 
Motne1~ hen and chickens 
PART 3 MAMMAi. UTERUS - OVARIES 
• 
Concep~: · 
1 •. A mamrnal is differt:nt f1**om the birds, fish and frogs. Ti1e~' 
. . 
· f eetl the1 r young tv1 · ·:h m11 k from the·1 r o~in bodies·. 
2. Life begins from a 1· ~rtiHzed _egg ir~ :.;!~ ~ii\;: Oucy of"~;~'! femal~ · 
. fn a special ~lace c~ 11ed the Uterus or womb. 
. . . . . .. . 
3. f ema 1 e an1ma1 :1a ve e! g cel(l s in their bodies. lhese eggs . a?"e 
• 
forrned in sma1 · ·organs called ova·ries and from these they 
mo\fc ·on to the ·~#eru$ \«J~1are the babies gr-ow 1tnd get 1-eady to 
b~ bOl"n. 
4. lhe vagina 1s n .uoe whi:h connects the uterus to the . outs1~e 
. . . 
of the body • . 
I' 
Q_uestions: 
1·. !iot1 is a manunal d.1·ffcrent from a bird? 
. 2. \~hat happens to egg~ that are fert111zed? · 
3. In. t11hat part of .the cat's body do the fertiliz~d egg·s grow into 
baby c~ts? 
Su92ested Activities: 
.. 
1. Make a chart of various animals and their babies. Ask the child- · 
· rer. to find out how the babies are cared for. 
2. f\1ake a s-crapbook of various animals. Show how males are different 
froa1l females or compare at!ult and young anin!als: alike l'et 
::iffarent. Name them. Draw them • 
. '86 .. 
.. 
P/\t:rr 3 
.. ,,. ....... ........... . MAMMAL UTER!iS. - f~.Yl\!!!~-
. . 
.. 
3. Give the chi 1 dreti the opportun 1 ty to ta 1 k about their pets • 
Son1e children1 '.will have had experiences in observing baby · 
an~!~~l~ . · ~.'nd m~y have seen , their birth. Discu~s the way these 
animals are born and then cared for. 
. \ 
. . . . . . . 
. . .. 
• • f • : • • \ ' ·~ .. . . . • ·-. . : : . . . 
.. t. . ~ I , • • • I ; • • • : ~ : : 11 : t ', • 
• '~ ~ · .. t ~ ! : ~ --. ~ ; · ~ . , .. . 
• 
. . . 
•••• . " • t : . , . f I • • ~ ' : I • ' 
'· ! . • 
. : ... - .. 
. . ~- . . 
. . : .. ~ ! ,..; \ ,.• ; ' 
. . 
. . . .. • • • t 
• • • : I ~ • · .• ! f • • ~ • ; • 
. . . 
. . ) . . . : ; : ~ . 
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FILMSTRJ P "I WO~DER, I WONDER" 
A. Objectives: 
- ~ . 
. . .. . · ..
':. .. 
. . : . . . 
. To bui 1 d positive ·at ti tuaes towards the beginning of 1 i fe 
or tt1e birth of a bciby· .. 
~ .. ~ .. '-
To stress the importance of the family as a unit of 1ove, 
of care and security. 
The .filn1strip 1~1~y ~,e ~ho~n in thr'ee. parts: .. 
. . . , . 
Part I (No . l ·~·15). · Family: the role of parents in the 
home. . . 
. . Preparation for a new baby . 
. . 
Part II (No. 16-~2) Growth: the development of the baby 
before it is born. 
Part Ill (No. t13 ·~ ) Relationships: the physical dif-
ferences between 
boy· and girl babies. 
I . f atn t1Y.~ 
a) 1'ht~ birth of a baby brother or . sister is an i1nportant 
event in the honte. 
L') A bahy· is a g·i ft from God. 
c) Father~ arHJ ututhers have a very important role to 
p 1 ny in the hcone . 
d) ~oy~ ar•d girl s n1ust be contributfng n1etnbers of the 
f a1oi lye 
e) The home is a place where people love, respect and 
help e~ch other. 
II. Growth 
......... I ..... ,...... 
• • 
t') The body that God gave us is very worthwhile and should 
be treated with respect and great care. 
b) A baby grn'l/S and deve 1 ops in his 1nother 's . uterus be-
fore he is hot·n. 
S8 
• 
c) God made boy and girl babi es physically different be-
cause they are to grow u~J to be fathers and mothers. · 
. \ 
d) I.t is a \"londerful · thi ny to be a boy or a girl . 
I I I. Re ·1 a_t i on~hi P.S 
a) Love can be shown i1 many ways. , 
· b) Cooperation and w~rking together can make all of us 
happy. 
·c. Questions For Di$~ussion (following the showing of filmstrip) 
l. Discuss: 
a) What boys and girls can do to prepare ·for a new brother 
or sister. 
b) What (;an be done to help care for the new baby. 
c) How mothers care for the baby. 
2. If the children are old eno_ugh and if they are interested, 
a di scusston may follow concerning the phy·sical differ.-
ences between boy· and girl babies. Tenni no 1 ogy is very 
important and the greatest reverence and respect must be 
shown. 
REMEMBER: The children are not embarrassed; they do not 
have the negative attitudes that some adults have. To 
them the human bod_y is what parents and. teachers make it -
important and worthy of great dignity or shameful, sin-
ful, dirty or what-not. 
. . 
Terminology: womb (uterus), breast, scrotum, peni·s. 
D. · Sugg_~ste.d A_cti vi· ti es: 
1. Have children bring pictures of babies with their -parents. 
2. Children may be encouraged to bring their ·own pictures 
to schQo·l. 
3. Role-play·i ng r!lc::.y be encouraged. 
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FILMSTRIP "WONDERFULLY MADE" 
"Wonderfully Made" is directed to boy~ and girls in Grades 4-6. 
It is obvious that some Grade 4 cl'asses are not ready for this 
filmstrip. 
· · The· presentation is geared to the level of readiness of the 
average fifth-grader. Teachers should be certain that parents are 
aware of this presentation and of its contents so that the educa-
tion of the child may be a joint effort. 
This filmstrip should be shown in three parts: 
Part l (No. 1-8) Growing up. Bodies grow. 
Interests change 
Part II (No. 9~14) Importance of the family 
15-17 Secondary sex organs of the female 
18-19 Secondary sex organs of the male 
Part III (No. 20-33) New life begins 
34-44 Care of the new baby and growing up 
45-47 Menstruation 
•• 
•' A. Concepts to be DeveloQed 
' 
1. The human body which God has given us is good and should 
be treated w~th respect and great care. ) 
' 2. The female body is designed by God with the potential 'of 
motherhood. 
Her body enables her to conceive, carry and give birth 
to babies, human beings who will live forever. 
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3. The male body is designed by God with the potential of father-
hood. 
4. Procreation is one of the greatest miracles of God's creation. 
5. From conception we grow in many ways before birth. 
B. Questions for Discussion 
1. Discuss ways that you have changed over the past few years: 
2. Discuss: 
Your likes and dislikes 
Your interests 
The garnes you like to p1 ay 
The books you like to read 
- Sexuality is a word used to describe .the fact that every 
human person is either rria 1 e or f ema 1 e. 
- Using the correct tenninology discuss the importance or 
function of the secondary sex organs~ (The children 
' 
should have seen the f i lmstrip, ."I Wonder, I Wonder", 
Part 2 and 3. 
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- _ ...... 
... 
. AINSWORTH, Judy. WHEN I GIOW UP 
Chi Ld1Le.n'11, $3.25 
... 
ANGLUND, Joan Wat~h. A FRZEHV 1S SOMEONE WHO LIKES YOU 
Ha~cou~t, $2.09 K-3 
A.NGLUNO, Joan Wal.6h. LOVE IS A SPECIAL WAY OF FEELING 
$2.09 H a.Jt co uJt..t, 
AVER I LL, E.6theJt. 
Ha1tpe..1t, 
JENNY'S AOOPTEV BROTHERS 
$3.79 
BAUSCH, William 1. A BOY'S SEX LIFE -Handbook o~ b46ic 
in6o~mat~on and guidance. 
1-3 
K-3 
Fidu, 1969. pb.$1.25 T.'R~. 
BEIM, Je~~old. THE SMALLEST BOY . ZN THE . CLASS 
Mo~~ow. $3.94 
BEIM, Lo~~a~ne. TWO IS A TEAM 
Ha~cou~t, $4.SO 
BELL, Gina.. 
Abington, 
WANTEV ••••••••• A BROTHER 
$2.25 
BERG, Jean. THERE'S NOTHING TO VO SO LET ME BE VOU 
We~tmin~~te~. $4.25 
BERTOCCI, Petell. ~EX,LOVE AffD T_t1 E PERSON 
Sheed 6 Wa~d $2_95 pb. 1967. 
BISHOP, Cu~U4. LITTLE LEAGUE HEROES 
Lipp~ncott. $3.39 
BORACK, BaJtba.Jt.a. 
HaJLcouJtt. 
SOMEO~JE SMALL 
$3.19 
BROMHALL, W~ni61Led. tJI VVLE MATILVA 
$4.39 Knop6 
BROWN, My~a B. FIRST NIGHT AWAY FROM HOME 
Watt11. ·$3. 95 
BRYANT, BeJt.ttic.e.. LET' .$ BE FRI ENDS 
-
Ch~ldJLen.'~ $3.00 
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K-3 
K-3 
IC-3 
IC-3 
f(-3 
1 
K-3 
CAUDILL, Rebe~ca. 
Ha.Jtco u.Jt.t. 
CAVANNA, Be:t:ty. 
• 
CONTRARY JEf.JK1M.S 
$3.27 -pb $0.95 
TWO'S COMPANY 
----....................... 
COHENi Mi~~idm. WILL 1 HAVE A FR1ENV? 
K-3 
S-9 
M.ac.M~tlan $4.50 -pb $0.95 K-3 
COLE, William. WHAT'S GOOV FOR A FIVE YEAR OLV1 
Ha1tc.ou4t. $3.27 K-2 
COLE, Wilt~am. WHAT'S GOOV FOR A FOUR YEAR OLVt 
Ha~cou1r.t $3.27 -pb $1.25 K-2 
COLE, Wlll)..a.m. WHAT S GOOV FOR A SIX YEAR OLV? 
H a.Jtc.o u.1r..t 
DILLON,Vata1tie Vance. 
Vela.ney Pub.1966 
$3.27 -pb $1.25 
YOUR CH1LV'S SEX LIFE 
$1.25 -A Ch~i~~~an Gu~de 
DOSS,He.le.n. 
Abingdon 
ALL THE CHI LVREf:! OF THE WORLV 
$2.00 
DOS s I H e.te.1i. 
Abingdon 
FR1ENVS AROUNV THE WORLV. 
$2.00 
DUVALL, Evelyn. ABOUT .SEX AWJ GROOJING UP 
A~~oc P4e.~~ 1968 $1.50 
DUVALL,, Evetyn. LOVE AN1) THE FACTS OF LIFE• 
A~~oc P"-e4~ 7963 $4.95 -pb ·$0.95 
DUVALL, Evelyno t\/HY WAIT TI LL .M4RR1 .\GE? 
A~~oc P~e~~ 1965 $2.95 -pb $0.75 
EASTMAN, Philip V. ARE YOU MY MOTHER? 
Beg.lnne1t $3.07 
EDUCATIONAL Mate~ial on M~n~t~uation 
Canadian Tampax Co4p. Box 627, Ba1t4ie, Onta~io 
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K-2 
T.Reo 
K-3 
3 
4-6 
6 u.p 
1-2 
T.Rel 
-------------------- - __ ___ _ , _ , . ,. .. 
ETS, Ma4ie Hall. THE STORY OF A BABY 
Viking. $3.56 
FILAS, F4anci~h. SEX EVUCATION IN THE FAMILY 
P~ent~ee-Hall 1966 $6e40 
FINFER,Cele.ntlta. 
Folle,tt 
GR,"t.f.JVFATUER VEAR 
. $1 • 6 8 
FLANAGAN; Ge~atdine.o THE FIRST NI~E MONTHS OF LIFE 
1-S 
T-Re6 
K-3 
Simon 8 Schu..6:te.JL · ~ $4.95 T.Re6- 4-8 
FORMAN,Jame~. M~ ENEMY, MY BROTHER 
HawthoJtn, 1969. $5.95 -pb School BK Se.4vlce $.75 7 up 
FROMM, E~lch~ THE ART OF LOVING 
HaJtpelL 6 Row $3.95 pb $1.25 
GRUENBERG, Sldonle Mat4ne~. THE WONDERFUL STORY OF HOW 
YOU OJERE BORN 
Rev.Ed.Voubleday $3.95 - 1970 
GUY, Anne. A BABY FOR BETSY 
Abingdon ~1.75 
HAMOR I, La.6 zlo. THE VA,~JGEROUS JOURNEY 
Ha4cou~t,1962 $4.75 pb $0.60 
. HOBAN, Ru4 ~ ell . BEST FRIENDS rOR FRA NCES 
Ha1tpe1t.. & Rou1 $ 3. 2 7 
HOBAN,Ru.6.6el.t. · ,,..., B1RTH1JA~1 FOR FRANCES 
Ha1tpeJt 6 .. Rotv. · $3.21 
HOBAN, Ru1-l ,6 e.ll. HARVEY'S HI:JE:'JUT 
P41tent'6. $3.78 pb 4chool BK. Se~v.$.75 
HOFF 1 Syd. WHO WILL BE MY FRIENDS? 
" . 
Ha~pe~ 8 Row $2.57 
HUTCHINS, Pat. TOM ANV SAM 
MacMillan,1968 $4 ~50 
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T.Re6. 
3-5 
K-3 
5-9 
K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
JOHNSON"' E1t..i..c... LOVE /l.UO SEX IN PLAIU LANGUAGE 
Llppincot~~ $3.95 pb. 3an~am $0.15 
JO S L I ~J / S e~ y .t e . (;J H AT V 0 V 0 U ·:[) 0 , tJ ea. Jt '? 
$3.25 
I N 0 /) (·1 f' f. T ·-i ., 'I <:J U S } y -r> e. a ,. " J o s L 1 , .. ) e .6 y "'-' e. o !, j !-\ u ~-' , , .,_ , " ,. '" ., 
W. Ro Scott A-W $3~25 
KENNEDY, John F. PROFILES IN COURAGE 
Ha.1tpe1t & Roi~'-64 $3. 79 
KINGMAN, Lee. ~ETFR'S LONG HALK 
Doubleday $3.95 
KRASILOVSKY, Phylli~. TH F. U ER ~1 L I TTL E B 0 Y 
Vou.b .teday $3.50 
KRAS I LOVSKY? Phy.El,l-6 ~ 
Ooubledo.y 
THE VERY LITTLE GIRL 
-
pb. $0 ~. 95 
KRASILOVSKY, Phylll~ o THE VERY TALL LITTLE GIRL 
'Doubleday $ 3. 5 0 
KRAUSS; Ruth. THE CARROT SEEV 
Ha!tpe~ & Row $3.27 
KRAUSS~ Ruth. GROL'IrfG STORY 
Hall.pelt & 
LAVCOCK, S.R. 
~ti..l- !~~ lt c ' 
-
1} 0 "' . '- v ..... 
2 
3 
5-6 
K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
K-3 
1-2 
-- -
FAMILY LIVING ANV SEX EVUCATION 
1967~To~o n to- A guide 60~ Pa~ent~ and youth 
leade~~. T.Re6. 
LEAF, Mu.n1to • II OUJ 7-0 BE :-r A. V f. ANV WHY 
. .--.,.__........_..,..._.....__. ___ _ 
L~pp~ncott ~ $4 .69 K-3 
K-3 
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~ .. 
LEE, Tina. MANNERS TO GROW OH 
Voub.teday, .1955· $4.22 
LENSKI, Lo.l-0. 
liJa.lck • 
LENSKI, . Loi.6 • 
Walc.k 
L·ENSK I, Lok.6 • 
Watch. 
LENSKI, Lo.l.6. 
. Wa.tck 
• , • t • 
VE3B1E . ANV HER FAMILY 
---·--$3.50 
VEBBIE ANV HER GRANVMA 
$3 ~ 50 
LET'S PLAY HOl.JSE 
- . . . $3.15 
PAPA SMALL 
¢3.75 
LEWIS, Richa4d~ MIRACLES- Poem~ .by Chitd~en •6 tht 
Engti~h-tpeaking wo~td. 
S.lmon & ,Sc.hu~te1t., 196.6 $S. 70 . 
' ~ . ' ~ . . 
LORAND, ~hoda. • . _!JJVE,StX Al''1V TffE TEEfJ,\GtR 
"· ..... "Mac.Milla. n, 1 9 6 5 $ 5 • 9 5 
MARINO, VoJtot:hy, 
L~ppinco~t. 
WHERE ARE THE . MOTHERS 
- -------$4.82 
Canada. 
AS f OLLOCIJS: 
BOOKLETS obtained 61t..om Klmbe4ly-Cla~k,o6 
.• .. ... • To J[.O nto ~ 0 n:ta1t..io 
4 
THE MIRACLE OF YOU ABe 
·YOUR YEARS OF SELF-VlSCOVERY •• 
NEENAH. THE PLf./\SllRES OF FEMININITY 
. ,. .. . ..
K~trJ Q. e.Jtty- e la.It k . . · . FR f E 
. \ . 
NESS; Evatine. EXACTLY ALIKE 
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